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Ascents

1) April 4 - elev. 3200 m, Kichino Kek Djol valley (ascent 950 m).

2) April 6 - elev. 3200 m, Buuma, Tuyuk Bogoshti valley (ascent 800 m).

3) April 7 - elev. 3450 m, Tuyuk Bogoshti valley, east ridge (ascent 1100 m)

4) April 8 - elev. 4135 m, Tuyuk Bogoshti valley, At-Jailoo (ascent 1800 m)

proposed name: Choku Botcha (ЧОKУ БОЧА, N41.07885 E76.08392)

5) April 9 - q. 3750 m, Choku Kuumamy, Tuyuk Bogoshti valley, west ridge (ascent 1350 m)

6) April 10 - q. 4265 m, Tuyuk Bogoshti valley, At-Jailoo (ascent 1900 m)

proposed name: Choku Sonia (ЧОKУ COHИA, N41.07350 E76.07361)



Localization of the   At-Bash   range in Kirgyzstan.

The Naryn   oblast, with the entire mountain range of   At-Bash



Alpine activity

During the previous 2016 expedition, succeeded in reaching two over-4000 summits, which were 
named Choku Chichibel (ЧОKУ ЧИЧИБЭЛ, 4159 m, N41.15466 E76.27036) and Choku Kiara 
(ЧОKУ KИAPA, 4016 m, N41.09064 E76.01932), in the days April 8 and 10, respectively, we 
realized that these mountains are very suitable for a ski mountaineering approach. However, daily 
ascents only allowed us to attain the outermost elevations, while an advanced camp is required in 
order to reach the most prominent summits, which are located far in the heart of the chain. Indeed, 
for the 2017 campaign we agreed with the logistic agency that a yurt camp was the best choice and
it would be erected for five days in one of the most promising valleys, namely the Tuyuk 
Bogoshti, whose stream flows into the At-Bashi river in proximity of  the village of Birinchi May.
Due to the abundant snow, much more than we had found in 2016, installing the camp with horses 
to transport the materials revealed to be harder than expected: therefore, it was placed at the 
elevation of 2400 m instead of the programmed 2800 m.

On Tuesday April 4 we made a test trip starting from the village of At-Bashi with the truck Ural 
4320. The weather was cloudy, so we decided on an itinerary planned the year before, starting 
from the village of Bolshevik through the Kichino Kek Djol valley, that would lead to a 3800 m 
summit. The snow conditions were horrible, it collapsed continuously under our skis, no way to 
ski at all: and, of course, also the risk of avalanches was great. At about 3200 m the terrain 
becomes steeper, it was not safe to proceed any further.

This first approach made us pessimistic about the possibility of success. Moreover, on Wednesday 
April 5 we were supposed to reach the camp, but the weather was forecast to be rainy so we 
postponed till the next day.

Thursday April 6. After the transfer to the yurt camp, that appeared to be very comfortable indeed, 
we left for a first exploration along the valley. The geology of the At-Bash mountains gives the 
lateral valleys a common feature reported on the maps, namely a steeper stretch at an elevation of 
about 3200 m, characterized by a jump of about 150 m: we had to check whether this obstacle 
could be overcome. That's why we reached the zone called Buuma, where the jump would lead to 
the higher zone of Bakai, and discovered that it was a deep rocky canyon with a sequence of falls: 
too hard and dangerous to climb through! Anyhow, the weather was sunny, the cold nights made 
the snow cover harder and safer, and... we had another chance for reaching the high lands through 
a side tributary of the valley.

Friday April 7. As the snow was not yet at its best, we opted for a safe ascent on the right (east) 
valley ridge. The ridge would lead to a 4000 m summit, but beyond 3450 m it becomes too rocky 
and irregular. So we stopped there and had a wonderful time skiing to the camp.



Saturday April 8. Left the camp at 7:00, at 2800 m we turned in the eastern branch of the valley 
named At-Jailoo ("horse pasture"). Thanks to the evident shepherd's path we rapidly reached the 
zone of the jump and breathed a sigh of relief when it showed up as a harmless snowy couloir. 
Beyond it the Kok-Moinok, a wide snow-covered glacier, gives easy access to several virgin 
peaks. It was already late, so our choice was for the closest one, which we reached at 14:00 and 
decided to name Choku Botcha (4135 m). The panorama there was great, ranging until the 
southern plains to the Chinese territory. After building a stony cairn on the rocky top and after the 
ritual picture taking, we enjoyed a happy infinite descent on perfect snow.

Sunday April 9. Tired from the long effort, we turned our attention to the west ridge, a shorter 
excursion leading to Choku Kuumamy (3750 m). The sky continued to be clear and we enjoyed 
one more unforgettable descent in powder-snow.

Monday April 10 was the last day at the camp, so we left in the dark at 4:00 for the last attempt 
towards the Kok-Moinok. After seven hours of ski climbing we (probably) were the first humans 
on top of the peak we named Choku Sonia (4265 m), the name of our friend who couldn't join us 
due to health problems. The summit is so tiny that we could not all fit on top of it. After the 12 km 
way ski back, again on beautiful snow, in the place of the camp we just found the truck, that led us
back to At-Bashi. In the subsequent days the weather turned bad again: we really had a great good 
luck!

The success of the expedition, favored by the experimented collaboration within the team, was 
possible thanks to the accurate planning made by Paolo Vitali, who identified the camp location, 
organized the complex logistics, gave us advice via phone while we were in At-Bashi. Of course, 
he stayed at the side of his wife Sonja.

April 2017.

Text, photos and maps: Ruggero Vaia.



Tracks of the 2017 ascents.

 



Photographs

Photo 1. The team and Ms. Burulsun in the gym of the At-Bashi school. From left: Ruggero Vaia, Fedorino 
Salvadori, Daniele Bazzanela, Mirco Gusmeroli, Emanuele Zuccotti, insegnante, Andrea De Finis, Burulsun, 
Giulia Meregalli, Franz Carrara.

Photo 2. Partial sight upon the At-Bash range from the main road, between Acha-Kaindi and Bash-Kaindi. From 
feft the side valleys of Orto-Kaindi, Boskurbu, and Acha-Kaindi.



Photo 3. The team in the At-Bashi lodging. From left, standing: Franz Carrara, Giulia Meregalli, Burulsun, Mirco 
Gusmeroli, Ruggero Vaia, Fedorino Salvadori; sitting: the landlord, Emanuele Zuccotti, Andrea De Finis, Daniele 
Bazzanella.

Photo 4. One of the rooms in the At-Bashi lodging: a living room temporarily used as sleeping room.



Photo 5.  The Ural 4320, the military truck used for transfers along the At-Bash valley.

Photo 6. The driver of the Ural, Sasha, with Daniele.



Photo 7. Awful unskiable snow on April 4.

Photo 8. Visit to the school in At-Bashi.



Photo 9. Schoolgirls in At-Bashi.

Photo 10. Crafts classroom in At-Bashi.



Photo 11. April 6: arrival at the yurt camp in the Tuyuk Bogoshti valley, elevation 2420 m.

Photo 12. Local sheperds visit the camp.



Photo 13. Inside a yurt: four beds and a coal stove.

Photo 14. Isabek, the yurt-camp responsible, with Emanuele.



Photo 15. Sight from Buuma downstream through the Tuyuk Bogoshti valley. The yurt camp is located in the far 
end.

Photo 16. The jump in the Tuyuk Bogoshti connecting the lower valley (Buuma) with the upper zones (Bakai) valle
Tuyuk Bogoshti: a too dangerous obstacle for us.



Photo 17. On April 7, climbing the east ridge with view upon the west ridge and the Choku Kiara, that we climbed
in 2016.

Photo 18. Zoom upon the Choku Kiara:  Because of the more abundant snow, that climb would be too dangerous 
now. The itinerary follows the evident ridge in the center of the photo.



Photo 19. In proximity of the q. 3450 reached on April 7. In the background, the At-Bash valley and the small 
village of Birinchi May (1st May).

Photo 20. The team on the q. 3450 summit, on April 7.



Photo 21. Back to the camp, a kyrgyz television team interviews us about our expedition. Here our escort Anarbek 
with Giulia.

Photo 22. The place named At-Jailoo, in the side branch of the Tuyuk Bogoshti valley, on April 8. We hope that we
could overcome the jump, hidden on the left side.



Photo 23. The team at At-Jailoo. In the interior of the mountain range the snow coverage is weaker, meaning lower
avalanche danger: this is a luck for us.

Photo 24. Above the jump, the upper valley beyond 3700 m is a snow-covered glacier, the Kok Moinok.



Photo 25. The Kok Moinok cirque, on the right the pyramid of the Choku Botcha.

Photo 26. From the saddle the final ridge leading to the top of the Choku Botcha (2135 m).



Photo 27. The whole group on the summit., on April 8 2017. No one was here before!

Photo 28. The flag of SAT Cavalese  on the cairn we built on the top of the Choku Botcha.



Photo 29. The members of SAT Cavalese, Ruggero Vaia and Daniele Bazzanella, celebrate the successful climb.

Photo 30. Descent along the jump.



Photo 31. On April 9 we climbed the Choku Kuumamy.

Photo 32. Summit of the Choku Kuumamy (3450 m).



Photo 33. Fantastic descent from the Choku Kuumamy.

Photo 34. On April 10 again in the Kok Moinok. In the very center the pyramid of the Choku Botcha, surrounded 
by major rocky peaks.



Foto 35. Last stretch towards the summit of Choku Sonia (4265 m), about hundred meters to be climbed with 
crampons.

Foto 36. Part of the team on the tiny summit of the Choku Sonia (4265 m): Emanuele, Rino, Daniele, Mirco e 
Andrea.



Foto 37. Soutward sight from the Choku Sonia, beyond the plains the chinese territory begins.

Foto 38. Descent from the Choku Sonia. Franz hooks Giulia up.



Foto 39. The descent from the Choku Sonja, through the Kok Moinok, is very long and gives a lot of fun.

Foto 40. Again the jump, which is a gentle couloir giving acces to the Kok Moinok.



Foto 41. Bishkek: dinner with the President of the Kyrgyz Alpine Club, Mr. Vladimir Komissarov, between Ms. 
Altinday and Ruggero Vaia; standing Mr. Isabek.


